


Renault     has been at the forefront of revolutionising the automobile industry by 

delivering comfortable, stylish and efficient automobiles. With many eye-catching 

inventions such as The Gearbox, The Sedan, The Turbocharger, The Hatchback and 

The MPV, Renault has not just changed the way the world travels, but also the way the 

world looks at automobiles. With a global presence, it has succeeded in becoming the 

travel companion of choice for millions.

Stopping at nothing is in the DNA of Renault. This has seen the company expand   

its horizons to, and conquer, new frontiers. Testimony to this being Renault's 

12 Constructors' Championships and 3 consecutive victories at the Indian Grand Prix 

in Formula One® racing, considered by many as the ultimate technological test in 

motorsports.

Now, with 5 admirable cars, Renault is primed to revolutionise the Indian automobile 

market. A fact that's reinforced by its growing dealer network and increasing customer 

base. And with continuing emphasis on R&D, Renault is on track to change the way 

India drives.



The Renault Duster was built to be a game changer, a reference for its 

class. 29 prestigious awards from various experts being a testament to 

its status. But we aspired to go further. To challenge ourselves. To 

challenge you.

The latest avatar of the Renault Duster comes with revolutionary 

AWD & i Drive Technology, making it INTUITIVE, INTELLIGENT 

and INTERACTIVE, changing the way you look at driving. Any 

kind of driving, anywhere. The kind that shatters 

perceptions while breaking barriers. The one that thrills no 

matter where you want to go.

So when the new Renault Duster AWD challenges 

the world to “Enjoy Every Challenge”, it also 

extends an invitation to you. An invitation to 

experience the very best that driving has to 

offer. The new Renault Duster AWD is ready. 

Are you?     

ENJOY EVERY CHALLENGE.

Are you?     



OPTIMAL GEAR RATIO
Rule the roads with great take-off and control in off-road 

conditions. Tackle gradients better and enjoy extended 

clutch life with reduced slip and low heat load.

ALL WHEEL INDEPENDENT MULTI-LINK SUSPENSION 

To further ensure your victory over any terrain, the AWD allows each 

wheel of the car to follow irregularities or bumps on the road without 

affecting the wheel on the opposite side of the car. And with the 

Electronic Torque Control (ETC) which intelligently distributes torque to 

all wheels, you can now make your way through anything.

AWD WITH i DRIVE TECHNOLOGY
Now, get easy and intuitive access to the need of the moment with multiple transmission 

modes. The i Drive with Shift on the Fly Technology allows the option of 2WD, Auto and 

4-Wheel Lock Mode, while you go taming the roads.

DRIVE MODES

AUTO
The advanced AWD also boasts 

the power of discretion. Based on 

road conditions, it distributes 

power between front and rear 

automatically, leaving you nothing 

but pure driving pleasure.

2WD
For good road conditions that don’t 

require the AWD to unleash its 

fullest, there is the 2WD mode, 

utilising only the front two wheels, 

for optimal efficiency.

4WD
Be it bumpy roads or slippery 

paths, rain-soaked trails or no 

roads at all, the 4WD mode 

possesses incredible traction, 

giving you the power to tackle the 

roughest of terrains.

*The above image is for illustrative purpose only. While switching to 4WD mode, the dial will come back to auto.



Pack grit and grace into one machine and the new Renault Duster AWD is what 

you will get. Its muscular design and smooth, dynamic lines prepare you for the 

adventures to come, irrespective of which road you’re on. Step inside to 

discover a whole new world of comfort waiting for you. It is designed to 

pamper your wild side, relax your body and elevate driving to a whole new 

level. Give yourself a stylish drive. Give the world a reason to be envious.

DESIGNED TO MAKE THE ROUGH
LOOK SMOOTH.



ALL-NEW SOFT TOUCH DASHBOARD 
A fusion of ergonomics and elegance, the new dashboard is 

the perfect complement to the stylish muscular exteriors.
SMOKED HEADLAMPS
The stylish black, smoked headlamps give the 

car an imposing, impressive look. Yet another 

feature that sets you apart on the road.

SPORTY BURNT RED FABRIC UPHOLSTERY
Stylish and sporty at the same time, the gorgeous red and 

rugged beehive pattern makes for seating fit for the discerning.

ANTHRACITE ALLOYS
Style meets substance with these 

imposing R16 road-gripping dark 

grey, alloy wheels. Make a 

statement of dominance, whichever 

road you’re on.

3-DIAL TECHNO-SPORTY
INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
Uber-stylish displays with white illumination and chrome 

rings add to the sporty DNA. 



The new Renault Duster AWD is more than just a new way of looking at automobiles. 

It’s a new way of experiencing driving. A perfect fusion of brain and brawn, it 

comes equipped to take on any surprises and transform them into sheer 

pleasure on the road.

Long drives will now be pure joy. Tough terrains will be something to eagerly 

look forward to. Harsh weather will feel like absolute calm. It’s time for you 

to experience this remarkable combination of plush amenities and 

state-of-the-art technology. Tough never had it so comfortable.

CAR WASH, DUSTER STYLE.



REAR SEAT CENTRE ARMREST
Rest your arm snugly as you enjoy the drive.

ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE
OUTSIDE MIRRORS

8-WAY ADJUSTABLE DRIVER SEAT
Tame tough terrains while seated like a king with 8, 

fatigue-beating seat settings customised for you.

With outside rear-view mirror positioning at your 

fingertips, be in control of the drive and the world 

around you.

MULTI-INFORMATION DISPLAY
Get accurate information about the exterior 

temperature, speed limiter, real time fuel 

consumption, estimated range with remaining 

fuel and even a reminder of next service due, with 

a convenient state-of-the-art display.

The entertainment nerve-centre of the AWD makes you the master 

of all your music, serves up all your navigation help and attends to all 

your communication needs. The future of navigation consoles 

brought to the present. 

STEERING-MOUNTED AUDIO
AND PHONE CONTROL
The user-friendly steering-mounted controls on the new 

Renault Duster AWD offer easy handling of both audio 

and telephonic devices.
TRUNK STORAGE SPACE
It’s more a cargo section and less trunk. Spoil yourself with 

ample trunk storage that extends from an already roomy 

410 litres to an incredible 1064 litres by folding the second 

row of seats. Pack to your heart’s content.

HILL START ASSIST 
During a hill start, one may maintain brake 

pressure automatically for 2 seconds for 

easy manoeuvring.

CRUISE CONTROL
Take in all the glory of a smooth, long highway 

drive without any exertion and fatigue.

SPORTY 3-SPOKE 
STEERING WHEEL
The new 3-spoke, sporty steering wheel 

provides proper grip and control for city 

roads and off-roads, reminding you how 

pleasurable driving can be.



OUTDOORS BECOME
THE GREAT OUTDOORS.

When the world throws challenges at you, don't think twice about saying 

‘Yes’. Because while you’re sitting back and enjoying the drive, the new 

Renault Duster AWD is making sure you're absolutely safe. And 

incredibly efficient. From a thoughtfully-designed body to ESP®, ABS, 

EBD & Brake Assist, safety transforms from worry to everyday reality.

Furthermore, it takes efficiency to new heights with unmatched 

fuel economy and a short turning radius, to name just a few. So 

whether it is zipping down a highway, off-roading or just 

getting to work, have fun getting there.



DUAL FRONT AIRBAGS
Being adventurous stops being fun if it’s not safe. The dual front 

airbags reduce the risk of injuries in the event of a head-on collision.

ABS WITH EBD & BRAKE ASSIST
Helps the driver control the vehicle under panic 

braking conditions. Just so, nothing interrupts the 

fun you’re having.

MONOCOQUE BODY
The monocoque body provides increased 

torsional rigidity, handling and safety. Go on, 

rough it out without thinking twice.

FRONT FOG LAMPS
Improve visibility in fog or rain while enhancing the style 

quotient. Being safe now also means being stylish.

REAR DEFOGGER, REAR WIPER AND WASHER
Help defog, wash and wipe the rear windscreen, for clear vision in 

adverse weather conditions. Enjoy looking back at the world you’ve 

left behind. 

REVERSE PARKING SENSORS
Parking in the tightest of spots is no longer a worry. It is 

convenience and safety all rolled into one.

By controlling the grip of each wheel, the 

car is stable on corners and wet 

conditions. And that means you can enjoy 

every drive without any worry.

INTELLIGENT ELECTRONIC
STABILITY PROGRAMME &
ANTI-SKID RESISTANCE 



10.

ECO MODE
Incorporates a coordinated control programme that 

maximises fuel efficiency, enabling approximately 10% 

less fuel consumption. Let the adventure never stop.

GROUND CLEARANCE
Best-in-class ground clearance of 210 mm negotiates 

bumps or badly laid roads with ease. Feel high and 

mighty, whichever road you take.

The power of this vehicle is matched by its 

excellent fuel efficiency of 19.72 kmpl*. Don’t 

ever think twice about driving on and on.

EXCELLENT FUEL EFFICIENCY

210 mm

6-SPEED TRANSMISSION
The efficient 6-speed gears give you the ability 

to utilise the engine’s high-power range 

optimally. Go from 0-wow in no time.

APPROACH AND DEPARTURE ANGLE
Determines the height of an obstacle and helps 

conquer it without a scratch. Take the driving 

experience to a new high.

5.2
METRES

SHORT TURNING RADIUS
The best-in-class turning radius of 5.2 m offers fantastic manoeuvrability 

and adds a shot of fun when driving through tight corners.

19.72
kmpl*

*Test result of Rule 115 of CMVR. Images are for illustrative purpose only.



*Test result of Rule 115 of CMVR. Images are for illustrative purpose only.

Under the new Renault Duster AWD’s hood lies the power behind its ability to take you anywhere you want to go. 

With unmatched torque and class-leading technology, it’s the perfect way to power through anything. Add to this, 

a highly responsive and refined 1.5 litre, 110 PS diesel engine, and any terrain is yours to take.

GUESS WHO GOT EVEN
MORE UNSTOPPABLE?

1.5 LITRE dCi ENGINE 
While the 1.5 litre dCi engine in the new Renault Duster AWD feels like a 

quiet cruiser, there’s more than enough power to take you places. The 

110 PS output coupled with economy, refinement and torque, makes it a 

truly unmatched engine. And in cut-and-thrust city traffic, it scurries away 

from the city lights with the best possible fuel economy of 19.72 kmpl*.

Diesel

Engine Power

Fuel Economy

110 PS

19.72 kmpl*



Embark on a series of thrill-a-minute rides, discover myriad landscapes, meet like-minded people, 
experience different cultures and sleep under the starry sky. To register, visit www.gangofdusters.com

UNLEASH THE ADVENTURER IN YOU.
JOIN THE



STANDARD FEATURES                                         Duster AWD 
 RxL RxZ 
DESIGN & STYLING 
EXTERIOR      
      
Smoky Double Barrel Headlamps   
Two Tone Coloured Bumpers   
Chrome Front Grille Surrounds   
Tailgate Chrome Garnish   
Stylish Roof Rail  Chrome Satin 
Door Side Sill  Chrome Satin 
Anthracite Alloy Wheels  -  
Stylish Steel Wheels  - 
Chrome Exhaust Pipe Finisher -  
Chrome Satin Finish Door Handle  -  
B-pillar Stripping -  
Front & Rear Bumper Skid Plate - Chrome Satin 
      

INTERIOR  
      
Soft Touch Dashboard & Door Trim -  
3-Dial Techno Sporty Instrument Cluster   
Interior Colour Harmony Sporty Black & Grey  Sporty Black & Grey  
Seat Fabric Upholstery Sporty Burnt Red Sporty Burnt Red 
Door Trim Fabric Insert    
3-Spoke Sporty Steering Wheel  
Steering Wheel Finish Matt Black Moonlight Silver 
Leather Steering Wheel & Gear Knob -  
Gear Knob Finish Shiny Chrome Shiny Chrome 
Centre Fascia Glossy Finish Glossy Silver Glossy Silver 
Floor Console Finish Piano Black Glossy Silver 
Door Trim Decorative Strip Glossy Silver Glossy Silver 
Door Grab Handle Finish Glossy Silver Glossy Silver 
Inside Door Handle Finish - Chrome 
      
COMFORT & CONVENIENCE 
      
Keyless Entry    
All Power Window with Illuminated Switches    
Power Steering   
Air-conditioning with Heater & Cabin Filter   
Tilt Steering Column   
Electrically Adjustable Outside Mirrors   
Foldable Rear Seat Backrest   
Rear Seat Centre Armrest with Cup Holder   
Adjustable Rear Seat Head Rest   
New MediaNav System (Multimedia + Navigation + Bluetooth®) -  
Integrated 2 Din Audio (CD/MP3/AM/FM) with USB,
Aux-in & Bluetooth® + 4 Speakers)  - 
Steering Mounted Audio & Phone Control   
Front & Rear 12 V Accessory Socket   
Onboard Trip Computer with Multi-Information Display showing
Real Time Fuel Consumption, Estimated Range with Remaining
Fuel, Average Speed & Service Reminder    

Headlight Alarm   
Height Adjustable Front Seat Belts    
Front Seat Back Pockets    
2 Cup Holders   
Bottle Holder on Console    
Versatile Rear Parcel on Shelf with Storage Space   
Passenger Vanity Mirror   
Digital Clock   
Front Map Lamp   
Front & Rear Reading Lamps    
Theatre Dimming Interior Lamps + Key Answer Back Function   
Trunk Room Lamp   
Glove Box Lamp   
Electric Backdoor Release   
Cruise Control -  
Speed Limiter -  
Gear Shift Indicator -  
One Touch Turn Indicator   
Eco Mode -  
Exterior Temperature Display   

STANDARD FEATURES 
 RxL                        RxZ  
SAFETY & SECURITY 
ABS + EBD + Brake Assist   

ESP® + ASR + Understeer Control   
Front Airbags Driver Side  Dual
Reverse Parking Sensor -       
Hill Start Assist    
Engine Immobiliser   
Speed Sensitive Auto Door Locking   
Impact Sensing Auto Door Unlock   
Rapid Deceleration Warning   
Engine Protective Under Guard   
Door Open Warning Lamp   
Rear Defogger   
Rear Wiper & Washer with Timer   
Front Fog Lamps   
Driver Seat Belt Reminder   
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS                                          DIESEL AWD
VARIANTS                                                                               RxL, RxZ 
ENGINE & TRANSMISSION 
Engine Code 1.5 dCi THP 
Displacement 1461 cc 
Engine Type 4 Cyl In-line 
Max Power 110 PS @ 4000 rpm 
Max Torque 245 Nm @ 1750 rpm 
Fuel System Common Rail Direct Injection (dCi) 
Transmission Type 6-speed Manual 
BRAKES 
Type     Hydraulic Operated Diagonal Split Dual Circuit Braking
Front Ventilated Disc 
Rear Drum 
SUSPENSION
Front  MacPherson with Coil Spring, Stabiliser Bar and
 Double Acting Shock Absorber with Anti Roll Bar
Rear  Multilink With Coil Spring and Double Acting Shock
 Absorber with Anti Roll Bar 
STEERING 
Type Electro Hydraulic Power Assisted 
TYRES & WHEELS 
Tyres & Wheels 215/65 R16 Tubeless 
Wheels R16 Steel (RxL) & R16 Alloys (RxZ) 
DIMENSIONS & CAPACITIES 
Overall Length (mm) 4315 
Overall Width (mm) 1822 
Overall Height - with Roof Rail (mm) 1695 
Wheel Base (mm) 2673 
Front Track (mm) 1560 
Rear Track (mm) 1567 
Ground Clearance (mm) 210 
Minimum Turning Radius (m) 5.2 
Boot Space (Litre) 410 
Fuel Tank Capacity (Litre) 50 
Gross Vehicle Weight (kg) 1874

DUSTER AWD IS AVAILABLE IN 6 EXCITING COLOURS:

Pearl Supreme WhitePearl Galaxy Black

Metallic Moonlight SilverMetallic Graphite GreyMetallic Woodland Brown

Amazon Green



Every precaution has been taken to ensure that this publication is accurate and up-to-date on the date it is printed. This document has been created on the basis of pilot lots and 
prototypes. As part of its ongoing product improvement policy, Renault India Pvt. Ltd. reserves the right to modify the specifications, vehicles and accessories described and shown 
at any time. Such modifications are communicated to Renault dealers as quickly as possible. Depending on the country of sale, certain versions may differ and certain equipment 
may be unavailable (as standard, optional or accessory). Please contact your nearest dealer for the latest information. Due to printing limitations, the colours that appear in this 
document may differ slightly from the actual paint or upholstery colours. All rights reserved. The reproduction in any format and by any means of all or part of this publication without 
prior written authorisation from Renault is prohibited.

www.renault.co.in

Call: 1800 300 44444, SMS ‘DUSTER’ to 53030
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